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ABSTRACT
Social preference among affluent middle school students:
Implications for short-term and long-term adjustment
David Alexander Rowe

The primary aims of this study were to: 1) Examine prominent trajectories of social preference
over the course of middle school among affluent adolescents; and 2) Identify which social
preference trajectories are significantly linked to clinical status (i.e., levels of anxiety and
depression) and academic performance among affluent adolescents in short-term (end of 8th
grade) and long-term (end of 12th grade) adjustment. Social preference was operationalized as
the difference between the number of an individual’s “liked most” peer nominations and “liked
least” peer nominations, thus distinguishing middle schoolers who were genuinely prosocial,
from those who may have been simultaneously well-regarded by some for their dominance or
aggression, while also disliked by others in their peer group. Participants were 286, mostly
Caucasian students (136 girls and 150 boys) from three middle schools in one town, where the
mean annual family income was $124,000. Questionnaires were used to collect data on clinical
symptoms and other outcome variables. Data on academic performance was provided by the
school. Using each student’s level of social preference in 6th, 7th, and 8th grades as grouping
variables, five trajectories of social preference were identified across 6th, 7th, and 8th grade:
consistently high, increasing over time, decreasing over time and two fluctuating trajectories that
were both low in social preference. Fluctuating trajectories were labeled Low Cluster “A” and
Low Cluster “V” (capturing their curvilinear patterns across three years) and subjected to further
analyses. Multivariate analysis of variance was employed to examine the links between these

five prominent social preference trajectories and five outcome variables. The trajectory of social
preference across 6th, 7th, and 8th grades was not related to long-term adjustment in either clinical
status or academic performance, but there were significant effects on short-term adjustment.
Adolescents who were consistently high in social preference reported significantly higher 8th
grade GPAs and significantly lower levels of anxiety and depression than those in other
trajectories. Low Cluster “A”, which was characterized by an increase in social preference from
6th to 7th grade, and a subsequent decrease from 7th to 8th grade, exhibited the lowest GPA. Low
Cluster “V”, which was characterized by a decrease in social preference from 6th to 7th grade, and
a subsequent increase from 7th to 8th grade, presented significantly more anxiety and depression.
This study shows that, overall, middle school students at the low end of social preference suffer
clinically and academically, but only in the short term (at the end of middle school) with
differences dissipated by grade 12. Moreover, there are distinct changes in social status during
middle school that are associated with academic and clinical status.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Research on distress related to socio-economic status (SES) among young people has
focused almost exclusively on the risk factors facing low-income youth. The past fifty years of
child development literature has seen an immense increase in such research resulting in greater
insight into the adaptive and maladaptive developmental trajectories in low SES children and
adolescents, as well as a deeper understanding of the psychosocial and psychoeducational
ramifications of growing up in poverty (Ludwig & Sawhill, 2007; Shonkoff & Phillips,
2000). The same level of attention has not been given to another subpopulation arguably at
comparable or even greater risk: youth from affluent backgrounds.
According to research by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, children
and adolescents from affluent families are less likely than their impoverished counterparts to join
a gang, get into a physical altercation, have sex before the age of 16, or run away from
home. However, affluent youth are no less likely than impoverished youth to use alcohol by age
thirteen, use marijuana by age sixteen, sell illegal drugs, or destroy property (U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services, 2009).
The relative neglect of risk factors facing affluent youth seems to stem from a myth that
material and financial resources can serve as a buffer from social and psychological risk
factors. While some epidemiological research appears to support the idea of affluence as a
protective factor (Lane, 1993; Lee, 2005), as the following review of the literature suggests, the
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overwhelming majority of school-based and community research offers striking rebuttals,
depicting myriad risks facing youth in affluent communities.

The Risks of Affluence
The body of research on affluent youth as a subpopulation at risk has grown substantially
in the past two decades. Studies of affluent youth have revealed heightened levels of substance
use, anxiety, depression, academic problems, and other risky behavior (Ansary & Luthar, 2009;
Harrell, Huang, & Kepler, 2013; Luthar, 2003; Luthar, 2006; Luthar & D’Avanzo, 1999; Vine et
al., 2012; Yates, Tracy, & Luthar, 2008). A 1999 study by Luthar and D’Avanzo, found that
affluent, suburban 10 graders showed higher rates of depression and anxiety than both their
th

middle-class and low-income urban peers. Children in the affluent neighborhood reported
significantly higher levels of anxiety across multiple domains and far greater levels of depression
than their peers from low-income neighborhoods. Affluent youth also reported engaging in
significantly higher levels of substance use (e.g., cigarettes, alcohol, marijuana, and other illicit
drugs) than low-income, urban youth. Luthar and D’Avanzo’s (1999) research also revealed that
substance use among affluent, suburban youth was associated with emotional distress, and the
reported rate of substance use by this subpopulation far exceeded normative national
samples. Specifically, they found that one in five girls from affluent backgrounds reported
clinically significant levels of depression, reflecting a rate that was three times higher than that of
broader national samples. Furthermore, their results found that the rates of clinically significant
levels of anxiety among privileged boys and girls significantly exceeded national values (22%
and 26% vs. 17%).
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Studies of younger affluent children have produced similar findings. A study by Luthar
and Becker (2002) of 6th and 7th grade students in an affluent, suburban community revealed
significantly high rates of depressive symptoms among affluent adolescent girls, and
significantly high rates of substance use among both male and female affluent adolescents.
Furthermore, results of their study indicated a strong association between elevated internalizing
symptoms (e.g., anxiety and depression) and substance use within this subpopulation.
Since the publication of these two studies, other studies on this subpopulation have
emerged (Lund & Dearing, 2012; Luthar & Barkin, 2012; Luthar & Latendresse, 2005;
McMahon & Luthar, 2006; Patrick, Wightman, Schoeni, & Schlenberg, 2012; Racz, McMahon,
& Luthar, 2011). Each of these studies has demonstrated that children at the extremes of the
socio-economic spectrum exhibit more emotional and behavioral similarities than differences,
including presentation of problem behaviors. Luthar and Latendresse (2005) reported that both
affluent and low-income subpopulations of teens exhibited significant problem behaviors (i.e.,
substance use, poor academic performance, and behavioral problems). Supporting this finding,
Racz, McMahon, and Luthar (2011) discovered that nearly 2.5% of high school students sampled
from within an affluent community reported high levels of participation in all of the problem
behaviors examined in their study, including alcohol, cigarette, and marijuana use, illicit drug
use, rule-breaking, sexual activity, and academic disengagement. These elevated levels of
problem behavior participation (i.e., behavior that is illegal or deviates from social norms)
among affluent youth rivaled the levels reported in studies of populations traditionally
considered high-risk (Racz, McMahon & Luthar, 2011). A study of affluent suburban youth by
Lund and Dearing (2012) produced similar findings, identifying vulnerabilities that emerge in
adolescence among affluent youth as measured by the Youth Self-Report Child Behavior
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Checklist (CBCL-YSR). Specifically, these researchers found that adolescent girls in affluent
neighborhoods reported higher levels of anxiety and depression, and adolescent boys in affluent
neighborhoods reported higher levels of delinquency, than their counterparts in middle-class
neighborhoods.
In addition to evidence of emotional and behavioral maladjustment, a study of the
relationship between socioeconomic status and substance use by Patrick, Wightman, Schoeni,
and Schulenberg (2012) revealed that higher childhood family socioeconomic status was linked
to increased alcohol and marijuana use in young adulthood, with young adults from the highest
socioeconomic status in childhood being most likely to engage in substance use. These findings
were supported by the work of Hanson and Chen (2007), who reported that adolescents from
affluent families were significantly more likely to purchase and use illicit substances as a
function of their greater financial resources. However, other research indicates that the elevated
substance use in this subpopulation may be attributed to more than simply economic resources.
Research by Luthar and Goldstein (2008) showed that adolescents in affluent families, in fact,
experienced their parents to be more tolerant of problematic substance use behaviors than of
other problem behaviors, such as minor rule-breaking and acts of disrespect to authority figures.
These findings suggest an implicit understanding by affluent parents and children that substance
use is socially acceptable and possibly even important, while other delinquent behaviors are not.
Importantly, some research shows that these substance use behaviors are not short-lived. In a
cohort study of affluent teenagers, Luthar and Latendresse (2005) reported that 20% of high
school students who exhibited high substance use as sophomores maintained this elevated
substance use by the end of high school.
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Outside of the United States, the association between substance use and family
socioeconomic status appears similar. In a study of French seventeen-year-olds, Legleye et al.
(2012) found that adolescents from affluent families were more likely to experiment with
marijuana than their low-income peers. Similarly, a study by Wang et al. (2008) found that
affluent Chinese youth were significantly more likely than non-affluent youth to engage in
episodic heavy drinking, and to have significantly high levels of current alcohol use, lifetime
alcohol use, and lifetime marijuana use.
The consistency in these findings from clinical and developmental research on this
subpopulation supports the notion that children and adolescents in affluent communities are at a
similar, and possibly greater, level of risk as those in low-income neighborhoods, and may be
considered an “at-risk group” (Koplewics, Gurian, & Williams, 2009). These studies indicate
that wealth and status do not provide immunity from clinical distress nor from delinquent
behavior and substance use. To the contrary, recent research indicates that the effect of affluence
may in fact be deleterious to development (Luthar, Barkin, & Crossman, 2014).
Social Preference Among Affluent Adolescents
Current research on affluent youth suggests that socialization and peer regard uniquely
influence development among this subpopulation. Attaining status among one’s peers
(“popularity”) is a highly enticing and often time-consuming goal among children in middle
school. Where an adolescent finds him- or herself in the social hierarchy is one of the most
important factors in adolescent adjustment (Cillessen & Rose, 2005); in spite of this, little is
known about the potential long-term consequences of peer regard in the early adolescent years.
Cillessen and Rose (2005) describe the distinction that has been made between youth who
engage in largely prosocial behaviors and are in fact well-liked by their peers, and those who are
5

considered “popular” but are not well liked by their peers. According to these researchers,
individuals in the second group typically display a mix of behaviors, including some prosocial,
manipulative, and aggressive behaviors, but nevertheless are well-known and emulated by their
peer group.
Similarly, Coie et al. (1982) identified two main types of peer regard related to social
status, creating terms and operational definitions for use in this field of research. The first type of
peer regard they identify is popularity, defined simply as approval by one’s peers. Using Coie’s
(1982) paradigm for assessing peer regard, popularity is operationalized as the number of times
one is nominated as “liked most” by his or her peers. The second type of peer regard is social
preference (Coie et al., 1982), operationalized as the difference between an individual’s “liked
most” nominations and “liked least” nominations. By subtracting the number of times one is
nominated as “liked least” from the number of “liked most” nominations, researchers are able to
identify individuals who are genuinely prosocial, from those who may be well-regarded by some
for their dominance or aggression, but are also disliked by others in their peer group (Badaly,
Schwartz, and Gorman, 2012; Coie et al., 1982; De Bruyn, & van den Boom, 2005; Parkhurst &
Hopmeyer, 1998).
Class clowns and bullies, for example, may rank high in popularity due to their social
dominance and high visibility, but may rank low in social preference when peer-dislike is also
accounted for (Luthar & Becker, 2002). Although these students may attract substantial
attention from peers and teachers, the attention may not always be positive. Whereas the
“popularity” construct, as a sum of positive ratings, captures an individual’s ranking on the social
hierarchy, it does not account for the effect of minority voices who may in fact dislike a
“popular” person, whereas social preference incorporates more perspectives into the
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measurement, giving a sense of the person’s net social status in a group. As a consequence, a
highly controversial person who is liked by some and disliked by others may find his net social
preference score to be neutralized (Cillessen & Rose, 2005). Regardless of the type of popularity
a child has attained, students who score high on either measure of peer approval have advantages
over other, less popular students (Cillessen & Rose, 2005).

Social Preference and Substance Use
Existing research on affluent youth indicates that social preference has a unique role in
the initiation and maintenance of substance use among this subpopulation. Luthar and D’Avanzo
(1999) demonstrated that high levels of self-reported substance use were significantly associated
with social preference only within their sample of affluent youth, while no association between
social preference and substance use was found among low-income youth. Their results aligned
with previous research by Feldman, Rosenthal, Brown, and Canning (1995), which showed that
middle-school boys in an upper middle class sample who were best liked by their peers came to
be among the most gregarious in high school, with gregariousness involving “partying” and
heavy drinking. Also supporting these findings, research by Mundt (2011) looked at initiation of
alcohol use in 7th to 11th grade students in an affluent community, revealing that those who had
initiated alcohol use had more friends considered popular (as measured by peer nominations),
compared to those who abstained from alcohol use. Their research suggests that certain
positions in the adolescent social network put individuals at a heightened risk for alcohol use in
this age group and highlights the bidirectionality of the relationship between the individual and
the peer group; in other words, popular peer groups value and promote substance use by
individuals in the group, who in turn reinforce the group’s continued substance use.
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Previous studies have found that gender is an important factor in the association between
peer regard and substance use. Luthar and D’Avanzo (1999) reported gender-based double
standards regarding affluent adolescents’ substance use behaviors. Specifically, high levels of
substance use are connected to popularity among both boys and girls, but also with unpopularity
(“liked least”) among girls only. Balsa et al. (2011) found specifically that adolescent boys were
rewarded both for keeping up with their peers’ drinking habits and for getting drunk, while girls
were rewarded for the act of drinking in general, regardless of quantity.
Importantly, Balsa et al. (2011) found that in a national sample, the social reinforcements
of substance use have a limit. These researchers found that although adolescents were socially
rewarded for conforming to the alcohol use of their peers, they were penalized for exceeding
their peer’s alcohol consumption. In other words, alcohol consumption that exceeded the “peer
mean” was found to be associated with lower popularity and an overall loss of status. Each of
these studies indicates a clear social motivation for engaging in substance use to the extent
deemed appropriate by one’s peers.

Social Preference and Academic Performance
In addition to the role of social preference in decisions regarding substance use, research
indicates that it may also have a significant influence on academic performance. Flook, Repetti,
& Ullman (2005) found that a lack of peer acceptance among 4th graders in their study was a
predictor of lower academic self-concept in the following academic year. Subsequently, a lack of
peer acceptance in 4th grade also predicted poorer academic performance for these students as
6th graders. Similarly, an Italian study by Greenman, Schneider, & Tomada (2009) revealed that
less popular children (i.e., those who reported feeling rejected by their peers) consistently
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performed less well academically, as measured by grades and standardized test scores, than
children who were more popular. Conversely, they found that children who reported feeling
accepted by their peers performed better academically than those who had experienced peer
rejection on one or more occasions. Furthermore, the study reported that several children who
began to experience peer rejection had significantly higher negative attitudes towards school and
concurrently exhibited a decline in academic performance, while those who began to experience
peer acceptance exhibited academic improvement. Similarly, a ten-year longitudinal study of 3rd
to 5th graders by Risi, Gerhardstein, & Kistner (2003) revealed that lower social preference was
associated with higher absenteeism and lower graduation rates. Similarly, Bellmore (2011)
studied the effects of peer rejection and unpopularity on academic performance, as measured by
GPA, in elementary and middle school students, revealing that peer rejection was predictive of
lower GPA for these students.
Although the research indicates that academics are negatively affected by low social
preference, the converse is also true: a supportive peer network and high peer social preference
acts as a buffer against decreased academic performance. In a study of adolescents aged twelve
to seventeen, Maurizi, Grogan-Kaylor, Granillo, and Delva (2013) examined the impact of
positive relationships among peers, family members, and classmates on academic
achievement. They found that negative peer relationships were linked to lower academic
achievement, while positive peer relationships were liked to high academic achievement.
However, not all positive peer regard is associated with increased levels of academic
performance. In a study of pre-adolescent (4 and 5 grade) boys and girls, Troop-Gordon,
th

th

Visconti, and Kuntz (2010) found that perceived popularity predicted trajectories of increasing
school avoidance and declining academic performance for children with higher levels of
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aggression. These results were echoed in studies by Gourman, Kim, and Schimmelbusch (2002),
suggesting that popularity, when combined with aggression, is associated with academic
disengagement.
In a longitudinal study of perceived norms and social values associated with academic
engagement, academic disengagement, and antisocial behaviors, Galván, Spatzier, and Juvonen
(2011) found that academic engagement was socially valued among elementary school students
(1st to 5th grade); however, negative social and academic behaviors were valued among middle
school students (6th to 8th grade). Furthermore, their results revealed that although improved
social status was associated with greater academic engagement among 5th graders, it was
associated with antisocial behavior among 6th graders, and with greater academic disengagement
among 7th and 8th graders. Their results indicate changes in cultural norms by
grade. Specifically, by the end of middle school, students perceived academic disengagement
and delinquent social behaviors as “cool.” However, these cultural norms may differ depending
on contextual facts, such as socio-economic status. In a longitudinal study of affluent 6th and 7th
graders, Luthar and Becker (2002) demonstrated that academic effort was significantly positively
correlated with peer regard, a stark contrast to the study of non-affluent youth described above.

Social Preference and Clinical Status
Hymel, Rubin, Rowden, and LeMare (1990) explain that there are different expressions
of low social preference; while some students with low social preference experience significantly
more academic problems, others experience significantly more psychosocial issues. In addition
to problems with substance use and academic performance, low social preference has been
associated with several negative emotional characteristics and internalizing symptoms,
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specifically heightened levels of anxiety and depression. In an early study of social preference
and clinical symptoms, Strauss et al. (1988) discovered a significant association between low
social preference and anxiety and depression in children through age thirteen. Similarly,
Reinherz et al. (1989) found that adolescents who self-reported perceiving themselves as
unpopular also reported more depressive symptoms than their peers who self-reported perceiving
themselves as popular. In a study of the longitudinal effects of self-perceptions of social
preference, Cohen, Reinherz, and Frost (1993) found that the self-perception of low social
preference played a significant role in the behavior of students over time. Specifically, students
who perceived themselves as having low social preference had significantly more internalizing
symptoms (i.e., anxiety and depression) than students who perceived themselves as socially
preferred. In a similar longitudinal study of over 400 school children, Cohen (1995) discovered
that children who reported perceiving themselves as unpopular exhibited significantly more
emotional problems than their peers by both 3rd and 9th grades. In both grades, again, selfperceptions of unpopularity were associated primarily with internalizing symptoms, particularly
depression. These findings have been supported by numerous other studies: Risi, Gerhardstein,
and Kistner (2003) revealed that lower social preference was associated with elevated rates of
emotional withdrawal; Flook, Repetti, and Ullman (2005) found that a lack of peer acceptance
among their sample of 4th graders was a predictor of increased anxiety and depression; Travers,
Bohnert, and Randall (2013) found that affluent high school students who experienced a
perceived elevated pressure to achieve academically from their parents, had lower levels of
depressive symptoms and higher self-reported levels of life satisfaction when they also felt
supported by their peers.
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Rationale and Approach for Present Study
Given the high rates of clinical distress and academic disengagement seen among affluent
youth, and the well-documented relationship peer regard has with these developmental factors
during middle school years, it is important to understand how these factors interact with each
other over time The existing research that focuses on middle and high school youth from affluent
communities sufficiently establishes that affluent youth experience levels of maladjustment that
rival those of traditional at-risk groups, warranting continued exploration and understanding of
the risks facing this subpopulation (Luthar & Becker, 2002; Luthar & D’Avanzo, 1999; Luthar &
Latendresse, 2005). Prior research suggests that a certain amount of this subpopulation’s
elevated risk can be explained by the unique effect of social preference, or the extent to which
children are perceived positively or negatively by their peers (Luthar & Becker, 2002). Existing
research on the association between peer regard and academic and clinical outcomes has
primarily utilized cross-sectional designs, which limits, our understanding of the direction of the
effects.
The recent increase in research on substance use, anxiety, depression, academic
disengagement, and other problem behaviors among affluent youth and adolescents offers a
greater understanding of the ways in which this subpopulation may be at elevated risk; however,
little is known about the association between these risks and social preference among peers. The
present longitudinal study examines social preference in affluent youth in 6th, 7th, and 8th grades
and its relationship to clinical status (i.e., depression, anxiety, substance use, and rule-breaking)
and academic performance (i.e., GPA and SAT scores) at the end of the 8th and 12th grades.
Empirical methods are used to distinguish patterns in social preference over time, with an aim to
identifying trajectories of social preference that may be used to meaningfully categorize students
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in order to identify those at highest risk of clinical distress or academic difficulty. The
trajectories of different social preference groups over the duration of middle school are compared
on clinical and academic adjustment indicators at the end of the 8th and 12th grades including
internalizing symptoms (i.e., anxiety and depression), externalizing symptoms (i.e., substance
use and rule-breaking), and academic performance (GPA and SAT scores).
Of particular interest in this study are those students who are lowest in social preference.
This study explores how students with consistently low peer-reported social preference differ
from other students who either remain high in social preference, increase in social preference
over time, or become lower in social preference over time.
Previous research using cross-sectional designs have demonstrated that by late
adolescence, (a) youth from affluent communities experience elevated levels of clinical distress
and academic disengagement compared to national norms, and (b) adjustment problems are
linked to their level of peer regard (Luthar & D’Avanzo, 1999; Luthar & Latendresse, 2005). The
current study uses a prospective longitudinal design in which students were followed up yearly
from 6th to 12th grades, and consequently provides a more detailed look at the ways that changes
in social preference may affect academic performance and clinical status in the near-term (at the
conclusion of middle school in 8th grade) and long-term functioning (at the conclusion of high
school in 12th grade), while controlling for the potential effects of gender.
Students in this study are grouped into independent clusters representing trajectories
based on their unique levels of peer-perceived social preference in the 6th, 7th, and 8th
grades. For example, students who have maintained a consistently high level of peer regard
throughout middle school would be grouped into one cluster, while students who have
experienced a steady decrease in social preference between 6th and 8th grade would be grouped
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into another. Operationalizing peer regard in this way allows for a novel examination of social
preference trajectories in this subpopulation. This combined approach maintains the statistical
accuracy of a student’s social preference level over time, while simultaneously allow for the
analysis of the association between this trajectory and the student’s functioning at the end of the
8th and 12th grades. Levels of clinical status, defined by internalizing symptoms (i.e., anxiety
and depression) and externalizing symptoms (i.e., substance use and rule-breaking), and levels of
academic performance, defined by GPA and SAT scores, are examined in relation to the social
preference trajectory clusters among this affluent subpopulation at the end of the 8th and 12th
grades.
In order to assess adjustment indicators, three self-reported aspects of adolescent shortterm adjustment (depression, anxiety, substance use) and three self-reported aspects of
adolescent long-term adjustment (anxious-depressed, substance use, rule-breaking) are examined
using a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). Additionally, academic variables are
assessed for both short-term (GPA) and long-term (GPA, SAT scores) adjustment, with GPA
reflecting the previous two quarters of students’ academic records.
The present study aims to examine the impact of peer social preference in middle school
on clinical status and academic performance at the end of high school in an affluent
subpopulation. Previous research findings have demonstrated that by late adolescence, (a) youth
from this subpopulation experience significantly elevated levels of clinical distress and academic
disengagement compared to national norms, and (b) adjustment problems are linked in a crosssectional manner to their level of peer regard (Luthar & D’Avanzo, 1999; Luthar & Latendresse,
2005). By implementing a prospective design that collected longitudinal data from the 6th
through 12th grades and considering trajectories of social preference rather than static snapshots,
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the present study investigates the less empirically supported catalysts of childhood distress in
privileged populations in a uniquely thorough manner. These antecedents of maladjustment
include dimensions of social preference, defined as the number of “liked most” nominations
minus the number of “liked least” nominations by students’ peers.
The vast majority of past research in this field has focused primarily on identifying global
adaptive and maladaptive correlates of peer regard. For this reason, little research has analyzed
the subtle nuances of this construct, such as the trajectory of social preference in adolescence, the
consequences of the individual’s trajectory over time, and the potential, moderating effect of
gender on peer regard. Therefore, this follow-up study explores the relationship between
students’ trajectories of social preference throughout middle school (6th, 7th, and 8th grades) and
their short-term functioning at the conclusion of middle school (8th grade) and long-term
functioning at the conclusion of the high school (12th grade), while assessing for the potential
moderating effect of gender.
Consistent with previous research, I hypothesize that in the case of high or increasing
social preference, students will have improved academic performance and less clinical distress,
while in the case of low or decreasing social preference, students will show worse academic
performance and more clinical distress. Though the trajectories that will be deciphered are
unknown, and therefore exploratory, I hypothesize that the trend of social preference having a
positive association with academic performance and a negative association with clinical status
will hold true in both the short-term and long-term.
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Chapter II

Method

Sample.
The data contained within this study was collected annually from a sample of students
during the spring of 1999, 2000, 2001, and 2005, respectively. The students were enrolled in the
6th grade at the time of the initial data collection in 1999 and the same sample of students
completed the questionnaire each successive year. At the time of the first wave of data
collection the average age of the sample was approximately eleven years of age (11.55 for girls,
SD = .06; 11.58 for boys, SD = .05). At the onset of this study, the sample contained 286
students (136 girls and 150 boys) enrolled in one of three middle schools set within an affluent
township. Demographic information was collected during the first wave of questionnaires. At
the onset of the data collection, the Connecticut Department of Housing reported the mean and
median annual family income in 1999 in this township as $120,000 and $152,000, respectively.
The U.S. Census Bureau classifies those with incomes exceeding $75,000 as affluent, identifying
a mean family income of $120,000 in the 90th percentile.
Three hundred and sixty students were eligible to participate during the initial phase of
data collection, of which 334 children participated, representing a participation rate of 93% at the
end of 6th grade. Within the total of 26 students who did not take part in the survey, eighteen
students were ineligible due to a lack of parental permission, five students were absent on both
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days of data collection, and three students were dismissed from participation due to individual
refusal to comply on the day of questionnaire administration.
Attrition rates for 7th and 8th grade was 5.9% and 8.9%, respectively, due to absences or refusal,
reducing the valid sample to 286 children.
Procedure.
Alongside the attempts to guarantee parental knowledge and consent for a child’s
involvement in this project, firm guidelines were implemented to ensure the protection of the
children. First, all students were notified via verbal and written methods that their cooperation
was optional and that they were under no obligation to participate in the study. Students were
informed of their right to withdraw from participating in the study at any time and for any
reason. Second, all involved parties (i.e., children, parents, teachers, and school administrators)
were made aware of the fact that the findings of the study would be presented in aggregate form,
thus guaranteeing the participants’ privacy. Third, all questionnaire material was stored with a
subject number as the sole identifier of the individual’s data. The research personnel arbitrarily
assigned these numbers so as to provide continued privacy protection.
The following data collection procedures were used during each wave of testing. Data
collection took place during class periods on two separate days. These class periods were
typically used for English courses and contained on average 20 to 25 students. During each
session, a member of the research division read each questionnaire aloud while students marked
their responses on a provided form. This protocol was instituted in order to ensure that
individual differences in reading capabilities did not influence the data. Within each classroom,
two additional research personnel were present to attend to students’ questions without
disturbing the other participants. These procedures were administered in precisely the same
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order to all participants so as to avoid the presence of an order effect, with non-threatening
measures administered prior to and following each classroom session (see Appendix A for
order). Each participant was seated at a separate desk so as to prevent students from seeing and
being influenced by other participants’ answers. Prior to each session, participants were
instructed to alert research personnel of any difficulties that they might have had throughout the
course of measure administration. Members of the research team closely observed the
participants and consistently asked them if the pace of the reading was appropriate (neither too
slow nor too fast) for the students to comprehend and respond properly. Students were allowed
to leave the testing room, however this occurred infrequently. Two hours were granted by the
schools for the complete administration of the data collection measures along with one break
(lasting roughly three to five minutes). This brief break was provided to prevent fatigue and to
allow participants to move away from their desks temporarily. In a continued effort to eliminate
fatigue and sustain attention, students were encouraged to partake in a variety of stretching
exercises guided by the research team member who was reading the questionnaire aloud.
Immediately following the completion of questionnaire administration, an additional 20 minutes
was allotted to participants who were unable to finish the questionnaire during the regular testing
time. Additional research team members were assigned as personal questionnaire readers to
individual students with special needs who were unable to follow along with the rest of the class.
Upon completion of the study administration, each participating class received a gift of money to
support a pizza party (as suggested by the school administration). Teachers whose students
participated in the study were given a gift of $1 per each completed student questionnaire.
Additional information was gathered with permission of the school administration and parents,
such as academic grades and SAT scores of all participating students.
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Demographics.
During each wave of data collection, students reported their demographic information
(e.g., age, gender, ethnicity, etc.).

Predictors (Grade 6, 7, and 8)
Peer nominations.
The Peer Nomination Form was designed for the purpose of this study. This form
consisted of two columns with the headers “Who Do You Like Most” and “Who Do You
Like Least” (see Appendix A for sample form). Participants were provided with a list of
their classmates’ names (excluding those not participating in the study) and instructed to
identify a maximum of three individual students from within their English class whom
they most liked by answering the question, “Who do you like most?” Participants were
then instructed to designate a maximum of three individual students from within their
English class whom they least liked by answering the question, “Who do you like least?”
This form of rating is based on the procedures created by Coie et al. (1982; Li, Xie, &
Shi, 2012; Proulx & Poulin, 2013). The number of most-liked and least-liked
nominations received by each individual student were tallied and standardized by
dividing the number of nominations each student received, by the total number of
students in the class. This ensured that each student was analyzed on the same scale
across all classes, regardless of the class size. Next, social preference was tabulated by
subtracting the standardized scores of least-liked from most-liked. The names listed in the
questionnaire reflected only the students whose parents had given permission for their
children to participate in the study. This type of psychometric testing design has been
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reported by a wide variety of researchers (Graham, Taylor, & Hudley, 1998; Luthar &
D’Avanzo, 1999; Masten et al., 1985). Social preference Cronbach’s alpha coefficients
among the sample were 0.93 for girls and 0.95 for boys (See Appendix A).
Validating Variables – (Grade 6, 7, and 8)
Class Play Ratings.
An adaptation of the Revised “Class Play” (RCP; Masten, Morison, & Pellegrini, 1985)
was used to obtain a second set of peer ratings. Students were provided a list of participating
students in their respective English classes and asked to identify those students who would best
fit particular roles (e.g., “is a good leader” and “can’t get others to listen”). Each student was
required to designate up to three other students for each role. There are 39 roles for the “Play,”
and students are allowed to nominate the same peer for multiple roles. This measure of peer
regard assumes that socially preferred students would be nominated frequently for key roles,
whereas those less preferred would be nominated for few roles. This was done to account for
classes with a dissimilar number of students. The total number of nominations each student
received was then divided by the number of students within the testing classroom. Such
measures of peer nominations have been previously documented as reliable and valid for this
population (Becker & Luthar, 2007; Luthar & McMahon, 1996).
Five roles from the Class Play exercise that were conceptually related to social preference
were used to examine construct validity for generated groupings of popularity and unpopularity
among cluster analyses. Of these five items, two items addressed a highly socially preferred
nature (“is a good leader” and “has many friends”), and three items addressed a low socially
preferred nature (“has trouble making friends,” “rather play alone than with others,” and “can’t
get others to listen”). Due to the fact that this measure specifically addressed the targeted
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construct of social preference among peers, it was considered unnecessary to include further peer
nomination items in this study (See Appendix A).
Outcome variables (Grade 8).
Depression.
The Children’s Depression Inventory (CDI; Kovacs, 1992) was used to assess depression
among participants in this study. The CDI is a self-report measure consisting of 27 items that
measure feelings present within the previous two weeks. For each item on the CDI, participants
are directed to select the statement that best describes their feelings (e.g., “I feel like crying every
day). Each item is then summed in order to establish an overall measure of the individual’s
depressive symptom severity. Previous research has demonstrated this measure as both reliable
and valid for this population (Kovacs, 1992, Luthar & D’Avanzo, 1999). For this sample,
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were 0.87 for girls and 0.90 for boys.
Anxiety.
The anxiety subscale of the Revised Child Manifest Anxiety Scale (RCMAS; Reynolds &
Richmond, 1985) was administered. The RCMAS instructs participants to answer “yes” or “no”
to 37 statements regarding feelings and symptoms of anxiety (e.g., “I worry about what my
parents will say to me” and “my hands are sweaty”). This self-report measure has previously
been found to be both reliable and valid with this population (Reynolds & Richmond, 1985). For
this sample, the Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were 0.81 for girls and 0.84 for boys.
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Outcome variables (Grade 12).
Substance Use.
A frequency of drug use grid was used to measure substance use. This measure directs
participants to disclose the frequency of use of multiple substances over the course of the
preceding year by using a 7-point Likert scale that ranges from “never” to “40+ times.” The
validity and reliability of this self-report substance use measure have been documented
previously.1 The substances listed in the frequency of drug use grid for this study included
nicotine, alcohol, marijuana, inhalants, crack, cocaine, and LSD (lysergic acid diethylamide). By
combining the scores for nicotine, alcohol, and marijuana, a composite substance use variable
was generated. This approach follows one that has been used successfully in previous studies
(Johnston, O’Malley, & Bachman, 1984; Luthar & Becker, 2002; Luthar & D’Avanzo, 1999).
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were 0.63 for girls and 0.72 for boys (See Appendix A).
The outcome variable of substance use was not normally distributed because many
students reported very little substance use, while others reported extensive use. A logarithmic
transformation of the substance use composite variable was conducted to successfully correct for
skewness and kurtosis in the data (Luthar and Becker, 2002; See Appendix C).
Symptoms.
Symptom severity was measured using two domains of the Youth Self Report (YSR), a
measure containing 112 items that encompass both internalizing and externalizing symptoms
(Achenbach & Rescorla, 2001). Consistent with previous work with this sample, the two
domains used were Anxious-Depressed and Rule Breaking, which represent an internalizing and

1

For a detailed report see www.monitoringthefuture.org.
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externalizing subscale, respectively (Luthar & Becker, 2007). For Anxious-Depressed,
Cronbach’s alpha coefficients were 0.85 for girls and 0.75 for boys for Rule Breaking, α values
were 0.76 for girls and 0.77 for boys (See Appendix A).
Academic grades.
Students’ grades from the previous consecutive three school-year quarters in four
classes (Math, English, Social Studies, and Science) were calculated to derive a
cumulative grade point average (GPA), which were used as indications of academic
achievement. Letter grades were re-coded such that a grade of A+ received a score of
thirteen and a grade of F received a score of one.
SAT Scores.
The SAT is a standardized test taken by high school students in the United States and is a
widely used criterion for college admissions. The Educational Testing Service (ETS) develops
and administers this test to assess a high school student’s academic readiness for college. At the
time that this SAT data was collected, each individual test was scored by ETS on a scale with
400 as the lowest score and 1600 as the highest score.
Attrition.
To determine whether individuals who completed the study through 12th grade differed
significantly from individuals who only completed the study through 8th grade, one-way analyses
of variance (ANOVAs) were performed. The dependent variables used to compute the
ANOVAs included the four academic and adjustment indicators measured in the initial phase of
the study, at the end of 8th grade. Participants who completed the study were not found to be
significantly different on any of the four assessed dimensions, including anxiety F (1, 312) = .05,
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p > .05, depression F (1, 153) = .06, p > .05, substance use F (1, 153) = 1.01, p > .05, and GPA F
(1, 159) = 3.19, p > .05.
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Data Analyses

1) Aim 1:
Cluster analysis.
K-means cluster analyses were computed in order to best discriminate the various
patterns of change in peer regard that existed within this study sample. Within this
analysis, each subject is assigned to a different class, or cluster, that most accurately
reflects that subject’s pattern of scores across time and groups the subject with others
exhibiting similar patterns. By clearly defining these groups, it was possible to further
explore the consequences of these patterns of change in peer regard over time on other
measured outcomes. The grouping variables used for this purpose were the social
preference measurements collected from the 6th, 7th, and 8th grade waves of testing.
Following the cluster-testing methods previously used by Luthar and Ansary
(2005), three to seven clusters were requested and a five-cluster solution was determined
to best fit the data (See Appendix B). Increasing to more than five clusters resulted in a
core group splintering and reducing the size of at least one cluster to less than thirty
participants, and would have significantly diminished the statistical power of the analysis.
Thirty subjects per cell is the minimum necessary to run the analysis and accurately
interpret the results. This solution suggests that there are five significant patterns of social
preference over the course of middle school. Although other patterns of social preference
may exist, those containing fewer than thirty subjects were not included in this study.
The social preference scores from the Class Play exercise were compared to
clusters using ANOVAs. Items indicating high social preference were used to establish
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construct validity with the corresponding highly preferred clusters, and items indicating
low social preference were used to establish divergent validity with the same clusters.
Additionally, Cronbach’s alpha coefficient and split-half reliability using the kappa
statistic were used to verify the reliability of the cluster analysis.
2) Aim 2a:
A Multivariate Analysis of Covariance (MANCOVA) was used to compare clusters
based on peer regard trajectories in relation to each outcome variable and identify the
effect size. Post-hoc Univariate Analyses of Covariance were used to examine differences
between clusters on each outcome variable separately. Pair-wise ANOVAs were used to
determine the direction, magnitude, and significance of the mean differences between the
clusters for each peer regard construct. Bonferoni Corrections were used to balance the
increased significance of the ANOVAs. However, Bonferoni is considered a very
conservative correction and increases the likelihood of Type II error.
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Chapter III

Results

Table 1
Demographic Data for Affluent Boys and Girls at the Onset of the Study
Girls
(n = 136)
Mean
SD
11.55
.06
Percent of Girls
90.3%

Boys
(n = 150)
Mean
SD
11.58
.05
Percent of Boys
89.2%

African-American

2.6%

0.0%

Hispanic

2.6%

3.0%

Asian

1.9%

4.2%

Biracial

0.0%

1.2%

Other

2.6%

2.4%

Married Parents

80.0%

81.5%

Divorced Parents

11.5%

13.0%

Mothers with Graduate Degrees

39.4%

32.5%

Fathers with Graduate Degrees

47.9%

51.1%

Age
Caucasian

When examining demographic features, such as race, marital status, and parental education, the
girls and boys surveyed did not differ significantly. Within this sample of affluent middle school
students, approximately 90% were classified as Caucasian, 3% were classified as AfricanAmerican, 3% were classified as Hispanic, 2% were classified as Asian, and the remaining 2%
were classified as belonging to other ethnic backgrounds (Table 1).
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General Descriptive Statistics
Means and standard deviations for all predictor and outcome variables are presented separately
by gender in Table 2. Overall, girls were higher in social preference, GPA, anxiety, and
depression than boys at the end of 8th grade. Additionally, girls had a higher anxious-depressed
score than boys at the end of 12th grade. Negative z-scores for boys on these measures indicate
that they were below the grand mean for social preference.
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-

Depression

Substance Use

GPA

SAT Scores

Rule-Breaking

Anxious-Depressed

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Boys
-.19 (1.12)

6th

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Girls
.12 (.93)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Boys
-.10 (1.06)

7th

-

-

-

.34 (.87)

.11 (1.21)

.14 (.98)

.28 (1.07)

Girls
.14 (.84)

Note: All variables are in z-score form to standardize the data by class and school.

-

Girls
.23 (.82)

Anxiety

Social Preference

Grade

8th

-

-

-

-.25 (1.02)

-.11 (.75)

-.17 (.97)

-.32 (.84)

Boys
-.13 (1.12)

.23 (.91)

-.10 (.89)

-.06 (.95)

.23 (.82)

.00 (.94)

-

-

Girls
-

12th

-.26 (.96)

.10 (1.07)

.08 (.98)

-.16 (1.04)

.02 (1.05)

-

-

Boys
-

Mean and Standard Deviations of Z-scores for Social Preference, Clinical Status, and Academic Performance for Boys and Girls

Table 2

Table 3 contains bivariate correlations between all variables; with values for girls
displayed in the top-right half of the table and values for boys displayed in the bottom-left half of
the table. This table displays the direction and magnitude of the relationship between each
variable. In order to avoid Type I errors, all inferences about robust patterns are reserved for
more stringent analyses.
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.60**
-.11
-.12

3. Social Preference (8th)

4. Anxiety (8th)

5. Depression (8th)

.13
.03

9. Anxious-Depressed (12th)

10. Substance Use (12th)
.05

-.02

.16

.11

-.10

-.08

.22**

-.05

-.26**

-.25**

.63**

2.
.54**
-.09

-.10*

4.
-.06

-.06

.13

.02

-.15

-.13

.41**

.06

-.05

-.15

-.02

.23*

.18

-.19

.03**

-.31** .72**

-.32**

.55**

3.
.53**

.24**

.16

-.05

-.03

6.
.03

-.03

-.20

.16

.17

.22*

.49**

-.24*

.05

-.11

-.16

-.33**

-.24**

.25**

.25**

7.
.19*

-.29** .52**

-.09

.33**

.09

.19

-.28** -.32**

.24

.85**

-.09

-.18*

5.
-.11

-.09

-.34**

.64**

.46*

-.19

.19

.18

.13

-.13

.06

8.
-.11

-.12

-.14

.16

.18

.03

-.13

.39**

.45**

-.23*

-.15

9.
-.04

Note: Values for girls are in the top-right half of the table and those for boys are shown in the bottom-left.
*p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001

12. SAT Scores (12 )

11. GPA (12 )

.26**

.10

8. Rule-Breaking (12th)

th

.29**

7. GPA (8th)

th

.03

6. Substance Use (8 )

th

.54**

1.

2. Social Preference (7th)

1. Social Preference (6 )

th

Intercorrelations Between Predictor (Grade 6, 7, and 8) and Outcome Variables (Grades 8 and 12)

Table 3

-.13

.31**

-.11

.60**

-.15

.35**

.11

.11

.10

.20

10.
-.01

.43**

-.29**

.13

-.32**

.62**

-.12

-.11

-.16

.47

.05

11.
.15

.61**

-.16

.28**

.12

.69**

-.03

-.02

.08

.00

-.03

12.
.03

Cluster Analysis
Figure 1 displays the results of the k-means cluster analysis and the established fivecluster solution for social preference (See Appendix B for scree plot). Each data point represents a
cluster center, which is the average of each group for each of the grouping variables, thus
displaying a trajectory over time. The figure shows all five patterns for social preference and
demonstrates how groups of subjects differ in peer regard over time. A similar five-cluster
solution was found when this analysis was replicated split by gender (See Appendix D for scree
plots).

Figure 1
K-Means 5 Cluster Solution: Social Preference
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The five core clusters that emerged for social preference were: a) High (M = 0.84, SD =
0.02) – Highly socially preferred across 6th, 7th, and 8th grades; b) Increasing (M = 0.05, SD =
0.30) – Social preference was low in 6th grade, average in 7th grade, and high in 8th grade; c)
Decreasing (M = 0.14, SD = 0.35) – Social preference was high in 6th grade, average in 7th grade,
and low in 8th grade; d) Low Cluster “V” (with the “V” capturing the curvilinear pattern over
time; M = -0.69, SD = 0.56) – Social preference was low in 6th grade, very low in 7th grade, and
low again in 8th grade; e) Low Cluster “A” (M = -1.54, SD = 0.45) – Social preference was very
low in 6th grade, low in 7th grade, and very low again in 8th grade.
Cluster structure reliability was assessed in a procedure similar to a test for split-half
reliability. Two sets of clusters were created by randomly selecting 50% of participants from the
total sample. The level of correspondence between the two sets of clusters was then examined. In
both sets of participants a similar five-cluster solution emerged for social preference (See
Appendix E for scree plots). Kappa statistics indicated an overlap of 90% for social preference
groupings (p < .001). The result of these procedures suggested that the cluster groupings were
valid and reliable and provides evidence that this analysis is capturing discrete groups of
participants with distinct trajectories in social preference over time.
To assess validity, two separate forms of cluster validation were employed. First, clusters
were compared on the sub-factors of social preference (Liked most and Liked least scores) at each
grade level (Table 4 displays the group differences for these validation items). Second, each
cluster was compared on Class Play variables, conceptually related to social preference. Means
and standard deviations for all cluster defining and cluster validating variables are presented
separately by cluster grouping. As shown there, results supported validity of the clusters, with the
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High and Low clusters, for example, showing high scores on the RCP positive versus negative
roles respectively
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Increasing
Decreasing
Low Cluster “V”
(n = 52)
(n = 74)
(n = 43)
(M = 27, F = 25) (M = 40, F = 34) (M = 23, F = 20)
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
Mean
SD

.78
1.18
1.46
1.58
1.76

.71
.55
.81
.81
.86
.82

.97
1.16
1.22

Low Cluster “A”
(n = 33)
(M = 18, F = 15)
Mean
SD

Variables and Grade (G) assessed
Cluster defining variables
Social preference G-6
.82
.56
-.26
.29
.44
.29
-.31
.71
-1.95
Social preference G-7
.85
.62
.07
.49
.22
.48
-1.34
.51
-1.06
Social preference G-8
.85
.43
.34
.57
-.24
.62
-.44
.60
-1.61
Cluster validating variables
Liked most G-6
.78
1.01
-.58
.66
.20
.70
-.15
.70
-.40
Liked most G-7
.71
1.05
-.18
.66
-.05
.80
-.65
.80
0.48
Liked most G-8
.80
.83
.09
.99
-.18
.70
-.17
.70
-.53
Liked least G-6
-.04
.38
-.32
.49
-.24
.38
.16
.38
1.55
Liked least G-7
-.14
.41
-.25
.56
-.27
.52
.69
.52
1.54
Liked least G-8
-.05
.34
-.25
.49
.06
.87
.27
.87
1.08
Class play variables
Is a good leader
.24
1.13
-.29
1.01
-.10
.88
-.46
.46
-.19
Has many friends
.25
1.11
-.07
1.14
-.21
.77
-.43
.65
-.12
Has trouble making friends
-.69
.10
-.23
.66
-.49
.30
-.09
.72
-.86
Rather play alone
-.51
.21
-.07
.84
-.24
.56
-.14
.88
.80
Can’t get others to listen
-.50
.23
-.33
.55
-.28
.37
.04
.72
1.17
Note: Z-scores represent scores for social preference standardized within each class (raw score/number of students in class).
Class Play was given each year for three years and the nominations were averaged within the class.

High
(n = 84)
(M = 42, F = 42)
Mean
SD

7th, and 8th Graders by Cluster Group.

Construct Validity for 5 Cluster Solution: Z-scores for Social Preference, Liked Most, Liked Least, and Class Play Variables for 6th,

Table 4

General Linear Model (GLM) Results
A multivariate analysis of covariance was used to compare social preference cluster
groupings on dependent measures of substance use, depression, anxiety, and academic
performance measured in 8th grade. Gender and cluster X gender interaction were included as a
covariates in this analysis to assess for moderator effects of the differences between girls and
boys, and girls and boys by cluster.
Results of this analysis showed statistically significant differences on 8th grade outcomes
for both clusters, F (3.20) Wilks Lambda .05, p < .01, and gender, F (10.89) Wilks Lambda .14,
p < .001. However, the cluster X gender interaction did not have a significant effect F (1.45)
Wilks Lambda .02, p = ns. This lack of significant effect may have been due to a lack of
statistical power. Subsequent univariate analyses of the clusters showed significant differences in
responses related to 8th grade depression (p < .01), anxiety (p < .01), and GPA (p < .001) (Table
5). Significant gender differences were seen on 8th grade depression (p < .05), anxiety (p < .01),
and GPA (p < .001), with girls significantly higher than boys on each variable (See Appendix F).
The effect of social preference clusters was shown to predict differences over and above the
effect of gender (See Table 5).
A similar MANCOVA was conducted examining the effects of cluster grouping on
measures of clinical status and academic performance in 12th grade. This analysis showed that
overall differences between cluster groups or gender by cluster interaction were not statistically
significant on any of the dependent measures, but that there was a main effect of gender on 12th
grade outcomes, F (6.26) Wilks Lambda .16, p < .001 (Table 6).
Although the overall MANOVA was not statistically significant, it should be noted that
the eta sq was .05, which in about twice the size of what is conventially considered a small
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effect; thus , power was probably limited by small sample sizes in some cells. In view of this,
we conducted follow-up univariate analyses of cluster simply to explore whether differences may
have significant on any 12th grade outcome. As shown in Table 6, cluster comparisons were not
statistically significant for any 12th grade outcome. For gender, by contrast, significant
differences were found in 12th grade anxious-depressed scores (p < .001) with girls significantly
higher than boys (See Appendix F).
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.02

.14

.05
1.67

6.67*

3.46**
.03

.03

.05

Depression
F
η2

2.25

10.17**

3.60**
.04

.00

.03
.70

3.52

1.05

.01

.01

.02

1.44

21.23***

10.07***

F

GPA

.02

.07

.13

η2

.05

.16

.05
2.15

13.24***

1.10

.05

.07

.02

Anxious-Depressed
F
η2

.29

.02

1.33

.00

.00

.03

.93

.01

1.42

.00

.00

.03

.83

3.37

1.77

.00

.02

.04

1.21

1.44

2.13

.02

.01

.04

SAT Scores
F
η2

Note: Reported multivariate F ratios are Wilks’ lambda because this is the most widely used multivariate statistic and it is robust to Type I errors (Stevens,
1996). *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001. η2: small ~.02, medium ~.13, large ~.26

1.78

6.26***

Gender

Cluster X Gender

1.76

Cluster

Between

Multivariate
F
η2

Univariate: G-12 Outcomes
Rule-Breaking Substance Use
GPA
2
2
F
η
F
η
F
η2

Social Preference Clusters Compared On Clinical and Academic Outcomes in 12th Grade: Multi- and Univariate General Linear
Model, with Gender and Cluster X Gender Covaried

Table 6

Note: Reported multivariate F ratios are Wilks’ lambda because this is the most widely used multivariate statistic and it is robust to Type I errors (Stevens,
1996). *p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001. η2: small ~.02, medium ~.13, large ~.26

1.45

10.89***

Gender

Cluster X Gender

3.20**

Cluster

Between

Multivariate
F
η2

Univariate: G-8 Outcomes
Anxiety
Substance Use
2
F
η
F
η2

Social Preference Clusters Compared On Clinical and Academic Outcomes in 8th Grade: Multi- and Univariate General Linear
Model With Gender and Cluster X Gender Covaried

Table 5

Descriptive Statistics
Significant differences were found between cluster groups of social preference on both
clinical and academic outcome variables (p < .05). ANOVA pair-wise comparisons
demonstrated robust differences, consistent with the General Linear Model (GLM) tables
presented above (Tables 5 and 6). The following table shows significant findings that were
obtained using ANOVA pair-wise comparisons (Table 7).

Social preference trajectories compared on academic performance
Students with a Low Cluster “A” trajectory in social preference had a significantly lower
GPA in 8th grade compared to the High, Increasing, and Decreasing clusters (Table 7; Figure 2).
Students with a Low Cluster “V” trajectory in social preference differed significantly
from students in the High and Increasing clusters in anxiety, substance use, and GPA in 8th grade
(Table 7; Figure 2).
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Figure 2
Social Preference: Anxiety, Depression, and GPA (8th grade)
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Chapter IV

Discussion

Overview: Effects of Social Preference
The primary goals of this study were to identify the different trajectories of social
preference among affluent adolescents over the course of middle school and determine which
trajectories of social preference were significantly linked to different clinical status and academic
performance outcomes in short-term (end of 8th grade) and long-term (end of 12th grade)
adjustment within this subpopulation. Similar to previous studies on assocaiations between social
preference and both clinical status and academic performance, in this study, there were clear
links between changes in social preference in middle school and students’ adjustment at the end
of 8th grade. Specifically, results of this study revealed that certain academic and clinical status
profiles in 8th grade were associated with distinct trajectories of social preference over the course
of middle school. Students who were consistently high in social preference throughout middle
school had significantly higher GPAs and significantly lower levels of anxiety and depression at
the end of 8th grade. Conversely, students whose social preference fluctuated in the low range
exhibited significantly different academic and clinical status outcomes at the end of 8th grade.
Two distinct trajectories within this range were identified. Specifically, students whose social
preference increased from very low in 6th grade to low in 7th grade and decreased from low 7th
grade back to very low 8th grade – labeled “A” in this study – had significantly lower GPAs.
Similarly, students whose social preference decreased from low in 6th grade to very low in 7th
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grade and increased from very low in 7th grade back to low in 8th grade – labeled “V” in this
study – had significantly higher levels of anxiety and depression accompanying a significantly
lower GPA at the end of 8th grade. Unlike previous research, the results of this study found no
association between social preference and substance use at the end of 8th and 12th grades.
Additionally, no association was found between trajectories of social preference over the course
of middle school and any of the adjustment outcomes at the end of 12th grade. Each of these
results in discussed in turn.

Trajectories of social preference: Short- and long-term associations with outcomes
Considerable research on the effects of social preference in middle school has found a
negative association between social preference and clinical distress (i.e., anxiety and depression)
(Cohen, 1995; Cohen, Reinherz, & Frost, 1993; Cohen, Reinherz, & Frost, 1994; Hymel et al.,
1990; Strauss et al., 1988; Reinherz et al., 1989; Risi, Gerhardstein, & Kistner, 2003; Flook,
Repetti, & Ullman, 2005; Travers, Bohnert, and Randall, 2013), and positive associations
between social preference and substance use (Luthar & D’Avanzo, 1999; Feldman et al., 1995;
Mundt, 2001; Balsa et al., 2011), and between social preference and academic performance
(Flook, Repetti, & Ullman, 2005; Greenman Schneider, & Tomada, 2009; Risi, Gerhardstein, &
Kistner, 2003; Bellmore, 2011; Maurizi et al., 2013). The extant literature strongly suggests that
students’ levels of social preference may put them at higher or lower risk for clinical distress,
problematic substance use, and academic disengagement. In short, the existing research has
provided single snapshots indicating correlations between social preference and certain variables
at static points in time, but has failed to capture whether changes in social preference have any
lasting effects on outcome variables. Furthermore, the existing research has not accounted for
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changes in students’ levels of social preference over time, thereby again providing an incomplete
picture of the relationship between social preference and short- and long-term adjustment. The
potential for lability in social preference over time makes a longitudinal examination of the
construct more valuable. Additionally, short-term implications of social preference over the
same short-term period (6th, 7th, and 8th grade) may not be predictive of long-term impact.
This study considered the role of social preference not simply at one point in time, but
longitudinally. By looking at social preference in this way, the present study established a more
detailed and comprehensive picture of social preference in middle school, ultimately identifying
nuanced differences in social preference beyond simple, static categories of “high,” “average,”
and “low.” The cluster analysis used in this study revealed five valid, reliable, and statistically
significant distinct trajectories of social preference across middle school, representing five
unique patterns of social preference over the 6th, 7th, and 8th grades, namely: High (highly
socially preferred across 6th, 7th, and 8th grades); Increasing (social preference was low in 6th
grade, average in 7th grade, and high in 8th grade); Decreasing (social preference was high in 6th
grade, average in 7th grade, and low in 8th grade); Low Cluster “A” (social preference was very
low in 6th grade, low in 7th grade, and very low again in 8th grade); Low Cluster “V” (social
preference was low in 6th grade, very low in 7th grade, and low again in 8th grade).
The significant effects of the trajectories of social preference in middle school on shortterm adjustment strongly suggested that middle school students with lower social preference
suffered negative effects in terms of clinical status (i.e., higher levels of anxiety and depression)
and academic performance (i.e., lower GPAs). However, results of this study indicated that none
of the trajectories of social preference in middle school had any significant effect on long-term
adjustment in either clinical status (i.e., levels of anxiety and depression) or academic
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performance. Ultimately, although social preference in middle school appeared to have shortterm implications for academic performance and clinical status, it was not associated with these
outcomes in the long term.

Social Preference and Clinical Status
Numerous existing studies on social preference and clinical status (i.e., levels of
depression and anxiety) among children and adolescents indicate simple, negative associations,
in which higher levels of social preference are associated with lower levels of depression and
anxiety, and lower levels of social preference are associated with elevated levels of depression
and anxiety (Cohen, 1995; Cohen, Reinherz, & Frost, 1993; Cohen, Reinherz, & Frost, 1994;
Hymel et al., 1990; Strauss et al., 1988; Reinherz et al. 1989; Risi, Gerhardstein, & Kistner,
2003; Flook, Repetti, & Ullman, 2005; Travers, Bohnert, & Randall, 2013). Results of this study
indicated a similar association between social preference trajectories across middle school and
levels of depression and anxiety in 8th grade. Specifically, students in the High Cluster, whose
social preference was high at the outset of middle school and remained high throughout, and
students in the Increasing Cluster, whose social preference was moderate at the outset of middle
school and increased over the course of 6th, 7th, and 8th grades, exhibited significantly lower
levels of depression and anxiety by 8th grade than students in Low Cluster “V”. These findings
are in line with previous research, which has found that high social preference is associated with
lower levels of clinical distress (Cohen, 1995; Cohen, Reinherz, & Frost, 1993; Cohen, Reinherz,
& Frost, 1994); as such, it followed that students in the midst of a three-year social upswing
would experience the benefits of higher social preference (i.e., a reduction in clinical symptoms)
compared to their peers with lower rankings.
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However, the results of this study presented a less clear-cut relationship between social
preference and clinical status, perhaps accounting for the nuances of the trajectories. Although
the negative association between clinical distress and social preference was clear for students
toward the top of the social hierarchy, the relationship between these variables is inconsistent at
the bottom. Results of this study indicated that only one of the two latter groups of students
(Low Cluster “V”) experienced more clinical distress than others; the other (Low Cluster “A”)
did not.
Social Preference and Substance Use
The results of the current study did not indicate any significant differences in substance
use between the social preference trajectories. Existing research has demonstrated a clear
elevation of substance use among affluent youth, however, understanding the risk factors related
to substance use specific to this subpopulation requires further investigation (Luthar and
Latendresse, 2005; Racz, McMahon, and Luthar; 2011; Patrick et al., 2012; Hanson and Chen,
2007). There was no significant association between social preference across middle school and
substance use in either the short-term (i.e., end of 8th grade) or the long-term (i.e., end of 12th
grade) in the current study. However, substance use within this subpopulation may not begin to
matter until the later grades (i.e., after middle school), and because this study did not look at
social preference beyond the 8th grade, a relationship between social preference after middle
school and substance use remained unseen. Additionally, it is important to distinguish that the
findings of this study do not contradict the existing body of research that has indicated a clear
elevation of substance use among affluent youth; because the present study looked only at the
association between substance use and social preference, and not a comparison of the overall
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level of substance use of this subpopulation, these results neither supported nor contradicted
previous studies comparing substance use among affluent and low-income youth.

Social Preference and Academic Performance
Perhaps the most compelling finding in this study was the association between certain
trajectories of social preference and academic performance. Each cluster differed significantly
from at least two other clusters in 8th grade GPA, demonstrating a significant association
between students’ levels of social preference and their academic performance. Specifically, by
the end of 8th grade, students in the High Cluster exhibited significantly higher GPA than
students in the Decreasing Cluster, Low Cluster “V”, and Low Cluster “A”, while students in the
Increasing Cluster exhibited significantly higher GPA than Low Cluster “A” and Low Cluster
“V”, and students in the Decreasing Cluster exhibited significantly higher GPA than students in
Low Cluster “A”. Together these results indicated a clear relationship between social preference
and academic performance: in general, with higher social preference comes better academic
performance in middle school, and with lower social preference comes poorer academic
performance in middle school.
This finding is consisten with the existing literature (Flook, Repetti, and Ullman, 2005;
Greenman, Schneider, and Tomada, 2009; Risi, Gerhardstein, and Kistner, 2003; Bellmore,
2011; Maurizi et al., 2013; Luthar and Becker, 2002). The results of this study yielded no
exceptions to this positive association. In the short term, the High Cluster was associated with
the most academic engagement, while the low clusters (Low Cluster “A” and Low Cluster “V”)
were indistinguishable in their association with academic disengagement. However, in the long-
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term (i.e., by the end of high school), there were no residual effects of social preference over the
course of middle school on academic performance.

The Nuanced Differences of Students with Low Social Preference
The cluster analysis revealed unexpected findings about students with low social
preference, specifically, that they fell into two distinctly different groups with different profiles
of short-term adjustment (i.e., Low Cluster “A” and Low Cluster “V”). Students in Low Cluster
“A”, whose social preference increased from very low in 6th grade to low in 7th grade and
decreased from low in 7th grade back to very low in 8th grade, exhibited significantly lower GPA
by the end of 8th grade compared to students in the High, Increasing, and Decreasing clusters.
Students in the Low Cluster “V” trajectory, whose social preference decreased from low in 6th
grade to very low in 7th grade and increased from very low in 7th grade back to low in 8th grade,
exhibited significantly lower GPA than students in the High, Increasing, and Decreasing clusters,
as well as significantly greater depression and anxiety than the High and Increasing clusters by
the end of 8th grade.
The significant stratification of Low Cluster “A” and Low Cluster “V” shed light on the
disparate profiles of two types of students with low social preference. Although both clusters
were characterized by low social preference and poor academic performance, students in Low
Cluster “V” fared less well in terms of depression and anxiety than Low Cluster “A”, which
exhibited significantly less clinical distress. These findings indicated a complexity in the
relationship between social preference and clinical and academic outcomes, particularly for
students with low social preference; although low GPA may be explained by low social
preference, it did not explain the presence of clinical distress in Low Cluster “V”, but not in Low
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Cluster “A”. These results were unexpected in light of previous findings, which have provided
support for a positive association between social preference and academic performance.
The results of this study presented several questions and possible explanations for the
different characterizations of these two groups with low social preference, particularly regarding
the different clinical outcomes and possible implications for prevention and intervention for
students with low social preference. Specifically, the emergence of two distinct trajectories
within the low social preference range, each characterized by different adjustment outcomes,
provided important insight into the nuances of students with low social preference, a group that
had been lumped together by previous research on this topic. The possible explanations for the
presence of clinical distress in only one group with low social preference requires further
research, but this difference may be related to the nature of the fluctuations in the trajectories of
social preference. Although students in Low Cluster “V” spent more time with relatively higher
social preference than the students in Low Cluster “A”, students in Low Cluster “V” underwent
greater fluctuations between each grade in middle school than their peers in Low Cluster “A”. It
is possible that while academic performance was affected by the level of social preference,
clinical status was more affected by the relative stability or instability of social preference.
Importantly, these findings suggested implications for intervention, specifically
indicating that not all students with low social preference require the same kind of academic and
clinical support. Although students in both trajectories within the low social preference range
exhibited elevated academic disengagement, only those whose low social preference exhibited a
dramatic decrease half way through middle school, followed by a return to their previous level of
social preference, also exhibited elevated levels of clinical distress. As such, clinical
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interventions within this subpopulation must be tailored to fit the differing needs students in
these two distinct groups.

The Effects of Consistency and Fluctuations in Social Preference
The results of the present study provided important insight not only into the potential
effects of higher or lower levels of social preference on adjustment, but into the potential effects
of the fluctuation or consistency in levels of social preference. Students in the High Cluster,
whose social preference remained consistently high across middle school, fared the best in terms
of both clinical status and academic performance, a finding which supported the previous
research and indicated a positive effect of high social preference. However, this finding may
also indicate a positive effect of consistent social preference (i.e., a consistent level of social
preference without significant fluctuations). A simple comparison of the trajectories begins to
shed some light on this possible association. A comparison of the Decreasing cluster (whose
social preference decreased consistently from 6th to 8th grade) and Low Cluster “V” (whose
social preference was low in 6th grade, very low in 7th grade, and low again in 8th grade) revealed
two groups whose social preference levels followed different paths but ended in the low social
preference range in 8th grade (see Figure 1). Despite these two groups’ similar levels of social
preference by 8th grade, the Decreasing group, whose social preference did not fluctuate and
followed a consistent moderate decrease over middle school, was not found to be associated with
the negative adjustment outcomes of Low Cluster “V”, whose social preference fluctuated
dramatically each year of middle school. Contrary to previous findings, even the dramatic
increase in social preference between 7th and 8th grade for students in Low Cluster “V” did not
make for an association with any more positive adjustment outcomes by 8th grade than the
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Decreasing group. In other words, students who experienced a recent rise in social preference
did not also experience a decrease in depression and anxiety by 8th grade. Rather, the opposite
was true: students in Low Cluster “V” exhibited significantly higher levels of anxiety and
depression and significantly lower GPA compared to students in the Decreasing Cluster (see
Figure 2).
These results highlighted the importance of considering these individual trajectories as a
way of understanding the complexities of the relationship between social preference and
adjustment. Although the results of this study did indicate a seemingly clear-cut relationship
between social preference and academic performance, in line with the previous research, the
relationship may actually be more complex, as the level of social preference was confounded by
the dynamics of the trajectories. The High Cluster exhibited significantly higher GPA, and the
low clusters both exhibited significantly lower GPAs by the end of middle school, but due to the
fact that the social preference of the students in the High Cluster remained consistent throughout
middle school, and the social preference of the students in the low clusters fluctuated throughout
middle school, the lability of social preference cannot be ruled out as the determining factor. In
this study, the effect of the consistency and fluctuation of social preference over time could not
be disambiguated from the level of social preference over time. Each trajectory possessed a
specific association with various adjustment outcomes, reflecting the effects of higher and lower
levels of social preference, as well as the effects of increasing and decreasing social preference,
and fluctuations between the two. It is possible that each outcome variable was differently
affected by social preference (e.g., academic performance may be more sensitive to higher or
increasing levels of social preference, while levels of depression and anxiety may benefit more
from consistency). The subtle complexities of these relationships require continued research to
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better understand the associations between social preference and academic and clinical
outcomes, as well as the more complex and unexpected interactions made visible by this
longitudinal approach.

A Lack of Long-Term Effects
Perhaps most importantly, the results of this study did not indicate any long-term effects
associated with any of the trajectories of social preference in middle school. Specifically, any
effect of social preference over the course of middle school on adjustment at the end of 8th grade
did not remain by the end of high school. This finding presented important implications for the
ways in which previous studies on the effects of social preference should be interpreted,
emphasizing the relative unimportance of social preference in middle school in regards to any
long-term outcomes and providing direction for future research.
In particular, the results of this study highlighted a common critical shortcoming among
the extant literature on the effects of social preference, specifically that previous findings
indicating various associations between social preference and academic performance, clinical
status, and substance use at one point in time should not be interpreted to mean that levels of
social preference at one time have any lasting effects on adjustment outcome. To the contrary,
the present study indicated that the effects of social preference were transient. For middle school
students and their parents, these results warrant less concern over levels of social preference in
middle school, as no significant associations were found with academic performance, clinical
status, and substance use. It matters much less whether a student is well-liked by classmates, has
many friends, or is invited to the right parties and social events, than previous studies have
indicated. Although low social preference in middle school may cause concern for parents and
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require intervention to decrease the likelihood of the associated negative adjustment outcomes in
the short-term (i.e., during middle school), the results of the present study indicated that there is
no cause for concern regarding long-term adjustment.

Limitations
The design of this study presented limitations to determining causality and
generalizability of the results. In particular, the present study’s finding that the effects of social
preference were transient could have been the result of limitations in the research which failed to
capture the whole picture. Social preference in middle school, and the related adjustment
outcomes, may in turn affect certain opportunities and other variables not accounted for by this
study. For example, students with low social preference in middle school exhibiting academic
disengagement by 8th grade may subsequently be placed in lower level courses in high school. In
these cases, high school GPA may not reflect a fair comparison between these students and those
who excelled academically in middle school and who were placed in higher level courses (e.g.,
advanced placement and honors courses). Enrollment in such higher level courses may have a
long-term effect beyond 12th grade, for example, by impacting the strength of the students’
transcripts and college applications.
Arguably the greatest limitation to this study was that social preference data was only
available for students in the 6th, 7th, and 8th grades, as the participating school disallowed the
collection of social preference data in high school. As such, the clusters were limited to
reflecting social preference trajectories in middle school, leaving out valuable information on
social preference in the high school years and the possible associations with adjustment. Social
preference data in high school likely would have allowed for prediction of long-term adjustment
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in clinical and academic outcomes, as well as substance use, a behavior largely initiated in the
high school years. Furthermore, the developmental level of the students should be taken into
consideration. Developmentally, students in 6th, 7th, and even 8th grade are experiencing the
onset or in the midst of puberty, which may affect their nominations for the Class Play or for
who is liked most or liked least. At this age, boys and girls may not yet be interacting as friends,
and therefore might be more likely to make gender biased nominations. It is possible that boys
will more often nominate other boys as liked most, and girls as liked least, and vice versa. One
possible method to correct for this is to give students lists of only like-gendered classmates. This
method would ensure that there are no gender biases when collecting nominations.
Another limitation to this study was the use of data reflecting peer-perceived social
preference (i.e., each student was ranked by his or her peers), rather than reports of selfperceived social preference. The findings of this study were limited to the studying the effects of
social preference as rated by the student’s peers, rather than the student’s own beliefs about how
he or she was regarded by others. As such, this study was unable to account for the potentially
different effects of self-perceived social preference versus peer-perceived social preference, as
well as the effects of pessimism and withdrawal associated with depression resulting in an
induction of lower social preference.
Additionally, the current study looked only at an affluent youth subpopulation, creating a
clear barrier for generalizability to other subpopulations. Furthermore, without a similar study of
students from other socioeconomic backgrounds, there was no way to compare the results of this
study to other subpopulations or normative national samples. Consequently, it was impossible to
attribute the characteristics and implications of social preference as specific to youth in an
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affluent community. Likewise, these results cannot be generalized to youth from other
socioeconomic backgrounds.

Conclusions
Despite the limitations of this study, the results provide important insight into the
relationships between social preference across middle school among affluent adolescents and
their clinical status and academic performance in the short-term at the end of middle school and
the long-term at the end of high school. Although previous studies have indicated clear
associations between social preference and clinical status, substance use, and academic
performance, the results of this study indicate some similar, albeit less clear-cut, relationships
when considering adjustment and outcomes in the long-term. Consistent with past research,
adolescents consistently high in social preference exhibited significantly higher GPAs and
significantly lower levels of anxiety and depression in 8th grade than those in other trajectories.
However, at the bottom of the social totem pole, two significant and unique clusters were
identified, Low Cluster “A” and Low Cluster “V”. Both of these clusters exhibited significantly
lower GPA, but only students in Low Cluster “A” also exhibited clinical distress in 8th grade
(i.e., elevated levels of anxiety and depression). These results indicate that overall social
preference over middle school is highly associated with clinical status and academic outcomes in
8th grade, with a unique stratification of students with low social preference.
These results indicate that overall, middle school students at the low end of social
preference suffer both clinically and academically, however, there remains more to be
understood about the nature of the effects of fluctuations in social preference on clinical and
academic outcomes. Increases in social preference were not always associated with significantly
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lower levels of depression and anxiety and better academic performance, nor were decreases in
social preference always associated with significantly higher levels of depression and anxiety nor
poorer academic performance.
The most important and consistent finding throughout was that middle school social
preference had no lasting effect on clinical and academic outcomes. The effect it did have in the
short-term faded by the end of high school. The results showed no significant association
between middle school social preference and long-term outcomes by the end of 12th grade.
Social preference may change significantly in high school, at which point overall social
preference school-wide may be superseded by a student’s social rank within his or her group.
These findings suggest that, although the implications for social preference may be significant in
the short-term, the long-term implications are negligible for students at both the top and bottom
of the social totem pole. This means that students’ preoccupation and parents’ concern with their
child’s level and trajectory of social preference may be relieved. Instead, the time and energy
that may have been devoted to these concerns can and should be reallocated to the students’
activities, such as schoolwork or family time, both factors found to be associated with positive
long-term adjustment (Aquillo & Supple, 2001, Marsh & O’Mara, 2008; Mounts & Steinberg,
1995).
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Appendix C
Descriptive Statistics for Substance Use in 8th and 12th Grade
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Appendix D
Scree Plots: K-Means Cluster Analysis of Social Preference in Boys Across 6th, 7th, and 8th
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Scree Plots: K-Means Cluster Analysis of Social Preference in Girls Across 6th, 7th, and 8th
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Appendix E
Reliability Scree Plots: K-Means Cluster Analysis of Social Preference Across 6th, 7th, and 8th
Grades with Random 50% Sampling
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Appendix F
Gender: Anxiety, Depression, and GPA (8th grade), Anxious-Depressed (12th grade)
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